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Abstract
This paper scrutinizes two linguistic phenomena in the Japanese language that have long 
been discussed in the generative literature, namely scrambling and binding. Taking Goto ???? as 
a representative syntactic analysis, it reveals difficult problems in treating the phenomena purely 
syntactically, by presenting both theoretical and empirical evidence against such an approach. It then 
points out the possibility that scrambling may not involve movement at all and that bound variable 
pronouns are in fact referential pronouns in the sense of Bosch ????.
1. Introduction
The assumption that scrambling is a syntactic operation has long been held by many Japanese 
language researchers of generative persuasion, and, as Goto (????:???) notes, a generalization 
like (?) has been confirmed, or presupposed, by them over the years (e.g. Tada ????, Saito ????, 
Abe ????).
(?) In Japanese, clause-internal scrambling makes A-binding possible, while long-
  distance scrambling does not.
What (?) amounts to is that the landing site of clause-internal (i.e. short-distance) 
scrambling can be an A-position, whereas that of long-distance scrambling must be an A'-position. 
As for empirical evidence for such a generalization, sentences along the lines of (?) and (?) (= 
Goto?s (?) and (?), respectively) are often presented.
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(?) a. *[Soitu?-no hahaoya-ga] dare?-ni (k?en-de) deatta no?
 that.person-GEN mother-NOM who-DAT  park-at met Q
  ?His? mother met whom? (at the park)??
 b.  Dare?-nij [soitu?-no hahaoya-ga] tj (k?en-de) deatta no?
  ?Whom? did his? mother met (at the park)??
(?) a. *[Soitu?-no  hahaoya-ga] [Hanako-ga  dare?-ni  deatta to] omotta no?
 that.person-GEN mother-NOM  -NOM  who-DAT  met C thought Q
  ?His? mother thought Hanako met whom???
 b. *Dare?-nij [soitu?-no hahaoya-ga] [Hanako-ga tj deatta to] omotta no?
  ?Whom? did his? mother think that Hanako met??
In (?b), which derives from (?a) by way of clause-internal scrambling, dare-ni ?who-DAT? is said 
to successfully take the pronominal soitu in the subject phrase as a bound variable, meaning that 
the wh-phrase binds the pronominal from an A-position after scrambling. In contrast, (?b), in 
which dare-ni has undergone long-distance scrambling from its original position in (?a), is judged 
ungrammatical with soitu coindexed with dare-ni. Nevertheless, the wh-phrase does c-command 
the pronominal in this sentence, so the failure of binding here is regarded as an indication that 
dare-ni must be in an A'-position.
However, is this A/A'-distinction really a property of scrambling as a syntactic operation? In 
this respect, compare (?a) (= (??) in Miyagawa ????) and (?a) below. (?b) and (?b) illustrate the 
derivations of (?a) and (?a).
(?) a. [John-to Mary-o]i  otagaii-no  sensei-ga  ti  mita.
 and -ACC each-other-GEN  teacher-NOM  saw
?John and Mary, each other?s teachers saw.? 
 b. [IP Obj [IP Subj   __   V]]
  
(?) a. Zibunzisin-oi Taro-gai ti  (kagami-de)  mita.
self-ACC  -NOM   mirror-by saw
?Himselfi, Taroi saw (using a mirror).?
 b. [IP Obj [IP Subj   __   V]]
In (?), the DP object John- to Mary- o undergoes short-distance scrambling, and the resulting 
sentence is well-formed with the reading of the reciprocal otagai referring to the scrambled object. 
Hence, John- to Mary-o is said to be in an A-position, from which it successfully binds otagai. In 
(?), an anaphor zibunzisin-o undergoes short-distance scrambling, and the sentence is grammatical 
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with the anaphor and Taro coindexed. This means that the anaphor is somehow bound by Taro 
even though the former isn?t c-commanded by the latter. However, a closer look immediately 
reveals that the trace (or the original copy) of the anaphor, is indeed c-commanded, hence bound, 
by Taro. As for the anaphor?s surface position, we can?t say that it is A-position; if we did, the 
anaphor would then bind its antecedent Taro-ga, which should violate Condition C of the Binding 
Theory. Therefore, the grammaticality of (?a) forces us to assume that the landing site of this 
short-distance scrambling must be A'-position. Given that (?a) and (?a) are structurally identical 
(see (?b) and (?b)), we are thus led to suspect that the A/A'-distinction in question may not be 
attributable to the syntactic operation of scrambling per se. Instead, it seems to be determined by 
the kind of DP that undergoes scrambling, a matter that might not belong to the realm of syntax.
Notice that what is hinted above is virtually indistinguishable from the view of scrambling 
as basegeneration, in which there is no landing site to begin with. This seems reasonable, since 
Japanese clearly shows grammatical functions of arguments by way of morphological case 
marking. That is, (?a) and (?a) are basegenerated as they are, and the anaphoric arguments in 
them are appropriately interpreted by a processing mechanism that is available to all case-marking 
languages, including Japanese.
It?s true that what is suggested in the previous paragraph sounds a bit too hasty. Before such 
a suggestion is formally made, it?s necessary to exhaust all possible means to capture relevant 
binding possibilities in syntactic terms, since the kind of structural generalization in (?), which 
clearly presupposes the existence of scrambling, has long been endorsed by quite a few notable 
syntacticians. Toward this goal, therefore, I?d like to examine in this paper a novel syntactic 
approach by Sayaka Goto, which was published in ????. 
After commenting that the definition of A-position itself has been rather unstable, Goto 
outright doubts the necessity of the A/A'-distinction in explaining binding possibilities in syntactic 
terms by remarking that ?why an element in an A-position can license a bound variable/anaphor 
while one in an A'-position cannot is totally a mystery? (????:???). She then offers ?a new 
analysis to capture binding phenomena without resorting to the A/A'-distinction? (ibid.), with an 
important assumption she makes by adopting ?Saito?s (????) idea that only an element that has a 
certain feature can enter a binding relation? (ibid.). This assumption is (?). 
(?) (= Goto?s (??))
Only a copy with ϕ-features can be a binder.
Goto explains the difference in binding possibility between (?b) and (?b) in terms of (?) 
roughly in the following way. Dare-ni in (?b) carries along its ϕ-features when it scrambles, but 
the same wh-phrase in (?b) doesn?t. Hence, dare-ni functions as a binder only in (?b), despite the 
fact that it c-commands soitu in both sentences. If correct, this syntactic analysis seems to be able 
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to capture the relevant difference without relying on the traditional A/A'-distinction of the landing 
site of scrambling. In what follows, however, I will show both theoretical and empirical problems 
inherent in the arguments made for this analysis, which presupposes the existence of (i) bound 
variable pronouns and (ii) scrambling as a syntactic operation in Japanese. I will then demonstrate 
all the purported instances of bound variable pronoun are in fact cases of coreference, which 
doesn?t require a c-command relation in the first place.
The present paper is organized as follows. In section ?, the details of Goto?s proposed 
analysis are explained. Section ? lays out inevitable problems that the analysis faces. Section ? 
concludes the paper by suggesting that so-called bound variable pronouns in Japanese may all be 
instances of ?referential pronoun (or RP)? in the sense of Bosch ????.
2. Background and proposed analysis
After briefly reviewing in section ?.? the historical background of Goto ????, I will present 
Goto?s observation and analysis of relevant sentences in sections ?.? and ?.?. I will do this by 
closely following the assumptions and hypotheses she adopts in explaining binding possibilities in 
sentences that are derived by way of long-distance scrambling.?
2.1 Long-distance scrambling out of obligatory control clause
Takano ???? is a study of complex sentences involving obligatory control clauses. More 
specifically, it deals with sentences with a nonfinite CP complement that seem to allow long-
distance A-scrambling (Nemoto ????), such as (?b). ((?a-b) are Goto?s representations of (?a) and 
(??a) in Takano ????, respectively.) 
(?) a. *Ken-ga  [soko?-no sotugy?sei-ni]k [PROk [mittu-izy?-no  daigaku?-ni] 
 -NOM  it-GEN  graduate-DAT  three-or.more-GEN university-DAT
 syutugansuru y?(ni)] susumeta.
 apply  C recommended
 ?Ken recommended their? graduates to apply to [three or more universities]?.?
 b. (?)[Mittu-izy?-no daigaku?-ni]j Ken-ga [soko?-no sotugy?sei]k-ni [PROk 
    tj syutugansuru y?(ni)] susumeta.
?[Three or more universities]?, Ken recommended their? graduates to apply to.?
(?a) is deemed ungrammatical with the pronominal soko embedded in the DP soko-no sotugy?sei-
ni and the QP mittu- izy?-no daigaku-ni coindexed, since the latter doesn?t c-command into the 
former DP and hence fails to license soko as a bound variable. On the other hand, if the QP 
undergoes long-distance scrambling out of the nonfinite embedded clause, as in (?b), it becomes 
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possible for the QP to bind the pronominal, which is contained in the indirect object of the matrix 
clause. Thus, there appear to be instances of long-distance scrambling that counts as A-movement. 
Given that the movement observed in (?b), which doesn?t license the pronominal soitu as a 
bound variable, is a case of long-distance scrambling out of a finite clause, we may come to a 
generalization like (?) below.
(?) (= Goto?s (?))
Long-distance scrambling can feed A-binding only if it takes place out of a nonfinite 
clause.
However, Takano argues that the successful A-binding in (?b) is actually achieved by short-
distance scrambling within the control clause, under the assumption that long-distance scrambling 
is a cyclic movement operation. Crucially, he adopts a movement theory of control (e.g. Hornstein 
????, ????), which makes it possible to explain the derivation of (?b) as in (?) below (which is 
based on Takano?s (??)).
(?) (II) movement of controller
QP-ni Subj-ga [DP soko ...]-ni [CP (QP) ([DP soko ...]) (QP) V] V
 (III) scrambling (I) scrambling
Notice that the DP containing soko originates in the position of the PRO it would normally 
control in standard control theory. The QP first undergoes clause-internal scrambling (I), which, 
according to (?), can be A-movement; thus, the QP can successfully bind soko at this point in 
the derivation. Next, the subject of the embedded clause moves to the indirect object position of 
the matrix clause, which Takano labels ?movement of controller? (II). Finally, the QP moves out 
of the embedded CP into the matrix clause (III). Since this last movement, which crosses over a 
clausal boundary, is an instance of long-distance scrambling, its landing site can?t be A-position, 
according to (?). However, this doesn?t affect the A-binding of soko, which has already been 
established within the embedded clause, so (?) can be maintained as is under Takano?s analysis of 
long-distance scrambling. 
There is now a prediction regarding this particular analysis of scrambling. When soko 
is contained in the subject phrase of the matrix clause, it shouldn?t be bound by the QP that 
scrambles to the initial position of the matrix clause (unless the sentence is a subject control 
sentence). This is so, because within the embedded CP, there is no way for the QP to c-command 
soko, which resides in the matrix clause from the beginning, as shown in (??).
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(??) (II) movement of controller
QP-ni [DP soko ...]-ga Ken-ni [CP (QP) (Ken) (QP) V] V
 (III) scrambling (I) scrambling
The second movement of the QP (III) is long-distance scrambling, so the QP shouldn?t be able 
to bind soko from its landing site, which is A'-position. And indeed, this prediction is borne out, 
according to Takano. Look at (??b), which derives from (??a), exactly as in (??). ((??a-b) are 
Takano?s (??a) and (??a), respectively.) 
(??) a. *Sokoi-no sotugy?sei-ga Ken-ni  [mittu-izy?-no  daigakui-ni 
it-GEN  graduate-NOM -DAT   three-or.more-GEN university-DAT 
syutugansuru y?(ni)] susumeta.
apply  C recommended
?Their graduates recommended to Ken that he apply to three or more universities.?
 b. ?*[Mittu-izy?-no daigakui-ni]j sokoi-no sotugy?sei-ga Ken-ni [tj syutugansuru y?(ni)]
susumeta.
The intended binding of soko by the scrambled QP is said to fail in (??b), which is what ?* 
indicates. Thus, Takano presents (??) (= his (??)) to make (?) more precise.
(??) Scrambling out of a control clause makes variable binding possible only if the 
pronominal is contained in the controller.
Thus, under Takano?s analysis, it is possible to maintain the traditional characterization of long-
distance scrambling; that is, ?scrambling out of a clause uniformly cannot feed A-binding 
regardless of whether the clause is finite or non-finite? (Goto ????:???).
2.2 Long-distance scrambling out of finite embedded clause
However, Goto (????) doesn?t concur with Takano. She states that (?) is incorrect to begin with, a 
conclusion she draws from the following sentence (= her (??b)).
(??) (?)[[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-ni]i  Ken?-ga  [soko?-no raibaru-gaisya-no
three-or-more-GEN  company-DAT   -NOM  it-GEN rival-company-GEN
syain]?-ni  [pro?/? (izure) ti ?bosuru-tumori da  to] itta.
employee-DAT  soon apply-going.to-be.PRES C said
?Ken? said to [employees of their? rival companies] that pro?/? would apply to 
[three or more companies]?.?
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The embedded clause of (??) is tensed, so it is a finite clause. Moreover, its pro subject may 
refer to someone other than the subject of the matrix clause Ken (or the indirect object soko-no 
raibaru-gaisya-no syain-ni, which is semantically impossible to be interpreted as the antecedent 
of the pro). Hence, this clause isn?t an obligatory control clause. Notwithstanding, long-distance 
scrambling of the QP mittu- izy?-no kaisya-ni still licenses soko as a bound variable in (??). Thus, 
long-distance scrambling seems possible out of a finite clause too, contra (?).
Goto also questions the validity of (??), since ?an asymmetry between A-binding into 
the matrix subject and one into the matrix object, which is a crucial factor for Takano?s (????) 
conclusion that an obligatory control construction is derived via movement of controller, is 
observed even in a non-obligatory control construction? (????:???). To see this, look at (??), 
which represents the derivation of (??), whose embedded CP is a finite clause. (Cyclic movement 
isn?t relevant here.)
(??) [QPi   Subj   [IO soko ...]   [CP pro   ti   V]   V]
(Subj = overt subject, IO = indirect object)
Now compare (??) with the derivation of (?b), which is illustrated in (??).
(??) [QPi   Subj   [IO soko ...]j   [CP t'i [IP tj   ti   V]]   V]
Recall Takano?s explanation of successful binding in (?b); A-binding of soko by QP was possible 
precisely because the phrase containing soko originated in the embedded clause, which the trace 
of the indirect object tj indicates in (??). Hence, Takano came to propose (??). In (??), on the 
other hand, the indirect object containing soko is basegenerated in the matrix clause; yet, soko 
successfully functions as a bound variable for QP, which has undergone long-distance scrambling 
and now occupies an A'-position. In front of a sentence like (??), the analysis of long-distance 
scrambling in (?) certainly looks powerless. This suggests that the mechanism responsible for the 
successful binding in (??) (whatever it is) may also be at work in (?b) as well. To the extent this 
possibility is available, the plausibility of (?) and (??) lessens.
Furthermore, Goto presents the following sentences and makes original observations, from 
which she goes on to develop her own analysis of scrambling. Look at (??) - (??). ((??a), (??a) 
and (??a) are Goto?s (??b), (ib) in footnote ?, and (??), respectively.)
(??) a. *[[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-ni]i  [soko?-no raibaru-gaisya-no
three-or-more-GEN company-DAT  it-GEN  rival-company-GEN
syain]?-ga Ken?-ni  [pro?/? (izure) ti ?bosuru-tumorida  to] itta.
employee-NOM -DAT   soon  apply-going.to-be.PRES C said
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?[Employees of their? rival companies]? said to Ken? that pro?/? would apply to 
 [three or more companies]?.?
 b. [QPi   [Subj sokoi ...]  IO   [CP pro   ti   V]   V]
(??) a. (?)[[Mittu-izy?-no   kaisya]?-ni]i  [soko?-no raibaru-gaisya-no 
three-or-more-GEN  company-DAT  it-GEN  rival-company-GEN 
syain]?-ga [pro?/? (izure) ti ?bosuru-tumorida   to]  itta.
employee-NOM soon  apply-going.to-be.PRES  C  said
?[Employees of their? rival companies]? said that pro?/? will apply to [three or more 
companies]?.?
 b. [QPi   [Subj sokoi ...]   [CP pro   ti   V]   V]
(??) a. *[[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-ni]i  Ken?-ga  [soko?-no raibaru-gaisya-no 
three-or-more-GEN company-DAT   -NOM  it-GEN rival-company-GEN
syain]?-ni [Hanako?/kare?-ga (izure) ti ?bosuru-tumorida]   to  itta. 
emproyee-DAT  he-NOM soon  apply-going.to-be.PRES  C  said 
?Ken? said to [employees of their? rival companies]? that Hanako?/he?would 
apply to [three or more companies]?.?
 b. [QPi   Subj   [IO sokoi ...]   [CP Subj   ti   V]   V]
(??a), whose schematic representation is given in (??b), parallels (??b) in that it contains soko 
in the matrix subject phrase and that it too fails to license soko as a bound variable. Interestingly, 
however, if the indirect object drops, as in (??), the binding in question somehow becomes 
possible.
The failure of binding in (??a) is rather striking, since this sentence is structurally identical 
to (??). The only difference is that in (??a), the subject of the embedded CP is overt, whereas that 
in (??) is pro; see the contrast between the schematic representations (??b) and (??) in the form of 
Subj vs. pro.
With these data, Goto reaches the generalization in (??) (= her (??)):
(??) Generalization on long-distance scrambling
Long-distance scrambling can feed A-binding only if i) the embedded subject is null, 
and ii) a bindee is contained in the matrix object (or in the matrix subject if there is no 
object).
In order to explain why (??) is true, she proceeds to develop her own analysis of scrambling in 
Japanese, to which we now turn below.
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2.3 Proposed analysis
In section ?, we saw Goto?s assumption in (?), repeated here as (??). This assumption plays a 
crucial role in explaining all the binding possibilities we have observed so far.
(??) Only a copy with ϕ-features can be a binder.
It should be noted here that there is another nontrivial assumption behind (??); that is, an 
element may lose its ϕ-features without undergoing feature checking/valuation in the course of a 
derivation. Goto borrows this idea from Ura ???? and stipulates that ?how far an element carries 
its ϕ-features when it undergoes movement is determined by the Locality Condition on Pied-
Piping? (????:???). The definition of this condition is given in (??).
(??) Locality Condition on Pied-Piping (= Goto?s (??))
A formal feature cannot be pied-piped as a free rider if there is an intervening matching 
feature.
To see how (??) works, let?s look at (??) below (which is based on Goto?s (??)). When W moves 
to Spec-UP, its ϕ-features are not copied onto its newly created copy, since there is Z with 
matching ϕ-features intervening between the original and new copy of W.? Thus, according to (??), 
W in Spec-UP, lacking ϕ-features, cannot be a binder.
(??)
However, there is a way for W to create a full-fledged copy with ϕ-features, even in the presence 




The XP-adjoined position and specifier position of XP are said to be equidistant from the original 
position of W within YP.? Therefore, if W stops at the XP-adjoined position on its way to Spec-UP, 
it isn?t considered ?crossing over? Z. Hence, (??) doesn?t come into play, and the copy in the XP-
adjoined position (and the one in Spec-UP) can keep the ϕ-features of the original W, qualifying to 
be a binder.
However, if this strategy were always available, (??) would never be relevant, allowing 
binding in virtually all cases of scrambling. The fact is that this isn?t always the case, as is clear 
from the impossibility of binding in (??). Therefore, in order to restrict the application of this 
adjunction strategy, Goto adopts the ?Anti-Locality Condition on Movement? (e.g. Abels ????, 
Koizumi ????, and Bošković ????) in her analysis of scrambling:
(??) Anti-Locality Condition on Movement (= Goto?s (??))
Movement within a minimal domain is disallowed.
Simply put, a minimal domain of X comprises X?s complement phrase and specifier phrase, 
excluding what those phrases dominate.? Thus, W sitting within YP in (??) isn?t in the minimal 
domain of X and therefore it can move to XP-adjoined position, which is in the minimal domain 
of X. On the other hand, the movement of W illustrated in (??) (which is based on Goto?s (??)) is 
said to be disallowed by (??). 
(??)
Here, W originates in YP-adjoined position, which counts as part of the minimal domain of X. 
Notice that the lower segment of YP doesn?t dominate W; hence, it is said that YP only partially 
dominates it, rendering W an element in the minimal domain of X. Hence, W?s adjunction to 
XP will be a movement within a single minimal domain, and as such, it is prohibited by (??). 
For this reason, W is practically forced to move to the next higher projection that takes XP as its 
complement, and in so doing, it crosses over Z, which has ϕ-features matching those of W. As a 
result, pied-piping of W?s ϕ-features is thwarted, and W fails to be a binder after this movement.
There is another condition that plays an important role in Goto?s analysis of scrambling. It?s 
Chomsky?s (????) Phase-Impenetrability Condition, or PIC:
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(??) Phase-Impenetrability Condition (= Goto?s (??))
In phase ? with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside ?, only 
H and its edge are accessible to such operations.
Assuming that CP and vP are phases and that scrambling creates XP-adjoined positions (Saito 
????, ????, Tada ????, Abe ????), we can now explain why A-binding fails in (??a), repeated as 
(??).
(??) *[[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-ni]i Ken?-ga  [soko?-no raibaru-gaisya-no 
three-or-more-GEN  company-DAT  -NOM  it-GEN  rival-company-GEN
syain]?-ni [Hanako?/kare?-ga (izure) ti ?bosuru-tumorida]  to itta. 
emproyee-DAT  he-NOM soon  apply-going.to-be.PRES C said 
 ?Ken? said to [employees of their? rival companies]? that Hanako?/he?would 
apply to [three or more companies]?.?
Compare (??a) and (??b) below to see how the derivation of the embedded CP of (??) proceeds.
(??) a. b.
In (??a), the scrambling of QP takes the following steps. (i) QP first targets vP-adjoined position 
in order not to violate (??). Since this position is equidistant with Spec-vP, (??) doesn?t come into 
play. Thus, QP pied-pipes its ϕ-features without fail. (ii) After subject raising, QP then adjoins to 
IP.5 This adjoined position is also equidistant with Spec-IP, so QP still keeps its ϕ-features there.6 
(iii) QP then tries to move into Spec-CP in accordance with (??). However, this movement goes 
against (??), because it is a movement within the minimal domain of C. Thus, QP gets stuck in the 
IP-adjoined position in this derivation, failing to achieve the long-distance scrambling observed in 
(??a).
Now, look at the alternative derivation in (??b). Since (??) is inviolable, QP is forced 
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to move into Spec-CP directly from vP-adjoined position after movement (i).? In so doing, QP 
crosses over the subject phrase in Spec-IP, which has matching ϕ-features. Hence, (??) is invoked, 
and consequently, the ϕ-features of QP fail to be pied-piped, disqualifying QP as a binder from 
this point on.8 This is why the scrambled QP in (??a) cannot bind the pronominal contained in the 
indirect object of the matrix clause.
A question immediately arises at this point as to the discrepancy in binding possibility 
between (??) and (??). (??) looks the same as (??), except its embedded clause has a pro subject, 
as opposed to the overt subject Hanako/kare-ga in (??). That is to say, these two sentences are 
structurally identical, but the pro subject in (??) somehow makes the relevant binding possible; 
see the first condition in (??). In order to explain this, Goto goes on to adopt the following two 
hypotheses:
(??) (= Goto?s (??))
a. A null element needs no Case.?
b. Case checking/valuation determines phases (Ferreira ????, Takahashi ????, and 
Miyagawa ????).
(??a) allows the pro subject in (??) to be Caseless. Suppose, as Goto does, that the Inverse Case 
Filter (Fukui and Speas ???? and Bošković ????) is not at work here. Then, Case checking/
valuation isn?t called for at the level of IP and hence fails to take place without causing any 
problems. Then, the embedded CP isn?t a phase, according to (??b). Therefore, the QP in (??) can 
adjoin to the embedded IP and move further into the matrix clause by jumping over the CP node, 
as shown in (??a)?without losing its ϕ-features.
(??) a.  b. 
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(??b) illustrates the movement of QP in the matrix vP of (??); QP first adjoins to VP before 
moving any further. Since VP-adjoined position is considered equidistant with Spec-VP, this 
movement doesn?t count as crossing over the indirect object. Hence, QP retains its ϕ-features in 
the VP-adjoined position, qualifying as a binder. Notice that it c-commands from this position the 
indirect object with the pronominal soko, so it successfully licenses the pronominal as a bound 
variable.10
So far, we have only examined cases where a pronominal is contained in the indirect object 
of the matrix clause. Let?s now turn to cases where it is contained in the matrix subject phrase and 
see whether or not it gets bound by a QP that undergoes long-distance scrambling. For this, look 
again at (??a) and (??a), repeated below as (??a-b).
(??) a. *[[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-ni]i  [soko?-no  raibaru-gaisya-no 
 three-or-more-GEN company-DAT  it-GEN  rival-company-GEN 
 syain]?-ga Ken?-ni  [pro?/? (izure) ti ?bosuru-tumorida   to] itta.
 employee-NOM -DAT   soon  apply-going.to-be.PRES  C  said
 ?[Employees of their? rival companies]? said to Ken? that pro?/? would apply to 
[three or more companies]?.?
 b. (?)[[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-ni]i  [soko?-no  raibaru-gaisya-no 
 three-or-more-GEN company-DAT  it-GEN  rival-company-GEN 
 syain]?-ga  [pro?/? (izure) ti ?bosuru-tumorida  to] itta.
 employee-NOM  soon  apply-going.to-be.PRES C  said
 ?[Employees of their? rival companies]? said that pro?/? will apply to [three or more
 companies]?.?
As was noted in section ?.?, the only difference between these sentences is the presence/absence 
of an indirect object of the matrix clause. Since the embedded subject is pro, the QP mittu- izy?-no 
kaisya-ni can move into the matrix clause with its ϕ-features fully pied-piped in both sentences; 
see (??a). In the matrix clause, the QP is said to stop first at VP-adjoined position, which is 
equidistant with the indirect object position. But from this position, it can?t c-command the subject 
in Spec-vP, as is clear in the tree diagram of the matrix vP in (??). Thus, it fails to license soko as 




Moreover, owing to the Anti-Locality Condition on Movement in (??), the QP cannot further 
adjoin to vP in (??), either. Hence, it must move to IP-adjoined position, crossing over the subject 
in Spec-vP. In consequence, the QP, without ϕ-features pied-piped, is disqualified as a binder. 
Thus, (??a) is deemed ungrammatical with the QP coindexed with soko.
On the other hand, (??b) lacks an indirect object in its matrix clause, so the derivation of 
that clause is said to proceed as in (??).
(??) 
QP adjoins to vP directly from the embedded clause. Since this adjoined position is equidistant 
with Spec-vP, QP can retain its ϕ-features there. Notice that it now c-commands the subject phrase 
in Spec-vP, which in turn enables QP to bind soko contained in the subject phrase. This is the 
reason why (??b) is grammatical with the QP coindexed with the pronominal in the matrix subject.
This is the gist of Goto?s proposed analysis of scrambling in relation to binding possibilities. 
Let?s now move on to problems that this analysis seems to face.
3. Problems
In what follows, both theoretical and empirical problems are presented. More specifically, section 
?.? points out problems that stem from Goto?s treatment of pro?s Case and her adoption of object 
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shift in Japanese. Section ?.? lays out problems that result from assuming v isn?t responsible for 
the Case valuation of indirect object. Section ?.? deals with empirical problems that have been 
revealed by a small survey that I conducted with ?? informants; see the Appendix for the survey 
questions and results.
3.1 Case
Let?s examine the derivation of (??), repeated as (??a) below. The boxes in (??b) represent all the 
relevant Spec and adjoined positions, except the one on the farthest right, which is a complement 
position the QP mittu- izy?-no kaisya-ni occupies. [soko]IO indicates the indirect object containing 
the pronominal soko, namely, soko-no raibaru-gaisya-no syain-ni. Arrows represent movements. 
(These conventions apply throughout the rest of the paper.)
(??) a. (?)[[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-ni]i Ken?-ga  [soko?-no raibaru-gaisya-no
three-or-more-GEN company-DAT  -NOM  it-GEN  rival-company-GEN
syain]?-ni  [pro?/? (izure) ti ?bosuru-tumori da  to] itta.
employee-DAT   soon apply-going.to-be.PRES C  said
?Ken? said to [employees of their? rival companies] that pro?/? would apply to 
[three or more companies]?.?
b. 
I?d like to point out two Case-related problems in the derivation of the embedded clause. 
First, notice that the subject of the embedded CP is a null element, pro, which, according to 
(??a), doesn?t require Case. If so, the embedded CP isn?t a phase, since there is no Case checking/
valuation at the level of IP; see (??b). This enables QP to skip over Spec-CP, as indicated by 
movement (iv) in (??b).
In Chomsky?s (????, ????) phase theory, however, subject raising is triggered to eliminate 
the EPP-feature on T as part of the operation called ?Agree? between the probe T (which is Goto?s 
I) and its goal, namely, the subject nominal in Spec-vP. And in order for the probe and goal to 
agree, they both must be active in a configuration in which the former c-commands the latter. In 
the case at hand, the unvalued uninterpretable ϕ-features of T (or I) make the probe active. As 
for the goal pro, it is its unvalued uninterpretable Case feature that makes it active. However, 
according to the proposed analysis, pro is stipulated to be Caseless, so it can?t be active for the 
purpose of agreement. Then, movement (ii) in (??b) isn?t motivated, which in turn opens up the 
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possibility of the following derivation:
(??) c.
Being inactive for agreement, pro stays in Spec-vP. Since it requires no Case-valuation, the 
embedded CP doesn?t count as a phase, according to (??b). Therefore, QP should be able to move 
directly to the VP-adjoined position of the matrix clause (= movement (ii)) after movement (i) in 
(??c). Notice that QP in this adjoined position retains its ϕ-features, so it successfully licenses as 
bound variable soko embedded in the indirect object phrase at this point of the derivation.
What this derivational possibility implies is that the notion of the EPP isn?t relevant in 
Japanese; if it were, the embedded IP, as well as the matrix IP, in (??c), lacking a subject, would 
cause a derivational crash, contrary to the well-formedness of (??a). Then, successful A-binding 
should be possible in (??) as well, since the derivation illustrated in (??b) is now the logically 
expected one for (??); I (probe) c-commands the overt subject in Spec-vP (goal) in the martrix 
clause, so agreement, including Case valuation, is achieved here without movement. Compare this 
derivation with (??a), which represents Goto?s derivation of (??).
(??) a. 
b. 
What was crucial in (??a) was movement (iii), by which QP crossed over the subject in Spec-
IP, losing its ϕ-features as a result. This movement was necessary in order not to violate the PIC 
in (??); consequently, the binding of soko contained in the indirect object of the matrix clause 
couldn?t be licensed. If the EPP isn?t relevant, however, QP?s movement from vP-adjoined position 
to Spec-CP (= movement (ii)) won?t skip over the subject phrase, as shown in (??b); therefore, 
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after movement (iii), QP, with its ϕ-features, should be able to bind soko contained in the indirect 
object phrase in the matrix Spec-VP. However, this logical and legitimate derivation is not 
compatible with the judgment given to (??). Thus, stipulating pro to be a Caseless element seems 
to have undesirable consequences.
Going back to (??), let us suppose, for the sake of discussion, that pro can somehow become 
active even without Case and that the EPP is relevant in Japanese, as before. Then, movement (ii) 
in (??b) is allowed. Even so, however, the next movement (iii) seems to pose a problem as well. 
Look at (??), which illustrates this movement.
(??)
Notice that QP moves solely within the minimal domain of I, which should be prohibited by the 
Anti-Locality Condition on Movement in (??); see especially the explanation about (??). 
Interestingly, Goto writes in her footnote ? that movement (i) in (??b) is not a case of 
adjunction but that of object shift, by which QP?s Case-feature is valued. Although Goto doesn?t 
specifically say what this means in relation to the problem of violating (??), we can surmise that 
characterizing movement (i) as object shift somehow renders its landing site totally dominated 
by vP (despite the fact that the lower vP doesn?t dominate that position in (??)). Then, QP can be 
analyzed as moving from a position outside the minimal domain of I, thus not violating (??).
However, it?s easy to find examples that this explanation cannot handle. Look at (??), 
a sentence structurally identical to (??a) in all relevant respects; as such, its derivation should 
proceed as in (??b) also.?? Notice that the verb in (??)?s embedded clause is oita ?put,? which 
takes two complements, a THEME DP and a LOCATIVE PP.12 And it is the latter that undergoes 
scrambling in this sentence.
(??) [[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-ni]i Ken?-ga  [soko?-no  raibaru-gaisya-no
three-or-more-GEN company-in  -NOM  it-GEN  rival-company-GEN
syain]?-ni  [pro? ti  bakudan-o  oita  to]  itta.
employee-DAT  bomb-ACC planted  C  said
?Ken? said to [employees of their? rival companies] that pro? put bombs 
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[in three or more companies]?.?
Being a PP, the LOCATIVE complement doesn?t require Case to be a legitimate syntactic object. 
Hence, when it undergoes a movement operation that corresponds to movement (i) in (??b) to 
satisfy the PIC, its landing site must only be a vP-adjoined position, not a Spec position. Then, its 
next movement illustrated in (??) has to be from a position within the minimal domain of I, which 
is prohibited by (??). Thus, the acceptability of (??) casts doubts on the proposed analysis of 
scrambling, whether or not movement (i) in (??b) is an instance of object shift.
3.2 PP
Let?s move on to the derivation of the matrix clause of (??a), which is illustrated in (??).
(??)
Notice that QP moves directly to IP-adjoined position without creating a higher vP segment, 
indicated as (vP) in (??). This should violate the PIC in (??), since vP is supposed to be a phase; 
however, the resulting sentence is deemed grammatical.
In order to legitimize the movement in (??), Goto argues in her footnote ? that the indirect 
object in (??a) is ?not assigned Case by the matrix v.? Since the other complement of the matrix 
verb iu ?say? is a CP, which doesn?t require Case either, this means that there is no Case valuation 
taking place in the matrix vP. Then, ?the matrix vP is not a (strong) phase? (????:???), according 
to (??b).
As supporting evidence for this argument, Goto presents (??) (= her (i) in footnote ?).
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(??) Ken-ga  gakusei-ni (?*san-nin) [Taro-ga  (izure) sono kaisya-o 
 -NOM student-ni  three-CL  -NOM soon  the  company-ACC
ty?sasuru-tumorida to] itta.
investigate-will C  said
?Ken said to three students that Taro will investigate the company.?
She mentions Miyagawa ???? in suggesting that only DPs with structural Case can license a 
floating numeral quantifier, or FNQ. In (??), the indirect object gakusei-ni fails to license san-
nin as FNQ, which thus implies that the matrix verb doesn?t assign structural Case to the indirect 
object.
However, this doesn?t necessarily mean that Miyagawa?s analysis of FNQ supports the 
proposed analysis of scrambling. Miyagawa (????, ????) actually argues for the necessity of 
mutual c-command between an FNQ and its licenser, and he would attribute the unsuccessful 
licensing of an FNQ observed in sentences like (??) to the PP status of the indirect object. To see 
this, look at (??a-b).
(??) a. b.
In (??a), there is mutual c-command between the nominative-marked DP and the numeral 
quantifier (NQ) san-nin; thus, in this configuration, the former licenses the latter as FNQ. This is 
actually confirmed by a grammatical sentence like Gakusei-gai san-nini sono kaisya-o h?monsita 
?Three students visited the company,? for example. On the other hand, the DP gakusei, which is 
embedded within the PP headed by ni, fails to c-command the NQ san-nin in (??b), which would 
be the reason why san-nin cannot function as FNQ in (??) by Miyagawa?s analysis.
Following this explanation, we immediately realize that there is no reason for the QP in 
(??a) to adjoin to the VP of the matrix clause (i.e. movement (iv) in (??b)). This is so, because 
the indirect object is a PP, and as such, it doesn?t carry nominal ϕ-features that match those 
of the QP.?? In fact, skipping over a PP constituent generally doesn?t prevent a scrambling QP 
from binding a pronominal. For instance, the QP dono kaisya-o in (??a) below does bind the 
pronominal soko after scrambling.
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(??) a. [Dono kaisyai-o]j  sokoi-no syain-ga  Amerika-de tj uttaeta no?
 which company-ACC  it-GEN  employee-NOM America-in  sued  Q
?(Lit.) Which companyi did itsi employee sue in America??
b. 
(??b) illustrates the derivation of the vP of (??a). Notice that the QP jumps over the PP Amerika-
de on its way to vP-adjoined position, but the resulting sentence in (??a) is still grammatical with 
the coindexation indicated.
Going back to the derivation of the matrix clause of (??a), we are thus led to the analysis 
along the lines of (??). Since the indirect object is a PP, QP can cross over it and adjoin to vP 
without invoking (??).?? Thus, QP, with its ϕ-features, comes to bind from vP-adjoined position 
the pronominal contained in the indirect object phrase.
(??)
Incidentally, the original copy (i.e. the trace) of the subject in Spec-vP in (??) doesn?t block 
the binding in question; this is presumably because (the copy of) the QP in vP-adjoined position 
is considered equidistant with it; see endnote ?. In this connection, look at (??), in which the 
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scrambled QP donna saihu-o ?what kind of wallet? successfully binds the pronominal sore-no 
?that-GEN? contained in the indirect object phrase. 
(??) [Donna  saihu?-o]i Taro-ga  sore?-no motinusi-ni ti  kaesita  no?
what.kind.of wallet-ACC  -NOM that-GEN  owner-to  returned Q
?Which walleti did Taro return to itsi owner??
Since (??) is a simplex sentence, there is no way for the scrambling QP to adjoin to VP without 
violating (??). Hence, it must adjoin to vP on its way to sentence-initial position, but in so doing, 
it crosses over the indirect object PP sore-no motinusi-ni ?to its owner? and (the original copy of) 
the subject in Spec-vP, as shown in (??).
(??)
The resulting sentence is grammatical with the intended binding, which points to a generalization 
that subject trace in Spec-vP in this type of construction doesn?t block A-binding from vP-
adjoined position. (Note in passing that the well-formedness of (??) reinforces the accuracy of the 
observation above that crossing over a PP doesn?t hinder QP from pied-piping its ϕ-features.)
Given all these facts, we now face a problem with (??a), repeated as (??a). This sentence, 
which doesn?t license the intended binding, is structurally identical to (??a); the only difference 
is that in (??a), the pronominal soko is contained in the matrix subject, not in the matrix indirect 
object. (??b) shows the derivation of this sentence by Goto?s proposed analysis.
(??) a. *[[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-ni]i  [soko?-no raibaru-gaisya-no 
three-or-more-GEN  company-DAT  it-GEN  rival-company-GEN 
syain]?-ga  Ken?-ni  [pro?/? (izure) ti ?bosuru-tumorida to]  itta.
employee-NOM  -DAT   soon  apply-going.to-be.PRES C said
?[Employees of their? rival companies]? said to Ken? that pro?/? would apply to 
[three or more companies]?.?
b. 
QP?s movement (iv) in (??b) doesn?t skip over the indirect object (IO) Ken- ni, but the later 
movement (vi) jumps over the subject with soko in Spec-vP, preventing QP from pied-piping its 
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ϕ-features. (Movement to Spec-vP is prohibited by (??).) As a result, QP is deemed unable to bind 
from the matrix IP-adjoined position the pronominal soko contained in the matrix subject phrase.
However, we already know that the indirect object Ken-ni is a PP. Therefore, QP should be 
able to directly adjoin to the matrix vP without invoking (??), as illustrated in (??). Notice that the 
vP-adjoined position thus created is equidistant with Spec-vP, so QP in this position should retain 
its ϕ-features. Then, it should be able to bind the pronominal soko contained within the subject 
phrase at this point of the derivation.
(??)
After this movement and subsequent subject raising, QP further moves to IP-adjoined position, 
which is also equidistant with Spec-IP. Thus, QP doesn?t skip over the subject phrase, either at the 
level of vP or IP. Therefore, (??a) should allow the intended binding, contrary to the judgment of * 
given to it. Hence, it doesn?t seem to be a solution to make the matrix vP a nonphase in an attempt 
to justify the movement indicated in (??), by drawing on the fact that the indirect object doesn?t 
receive structural Case.
Moreover, there are counter-examples to the claim that the vP in (??) is a nonphase for the 
specific reason that there is no Case-valuation within that vP. For example, look at (??), a sentence 
semantically very similar to (??a).??
(??) (?)[[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-ni]i Ken?-ga  [soko?-no  raibaru-gaisya-no
three-or-more-GEN company-DAT  -NOM  it-GEN  rival-company-GEN
syain]?-ni  [pro?/? (izure) ti ?bosuru koto]-o  tugeta.
employee-to  soon  apply  thing-ACC told
?Ken? said to [employees of their? rival companies] that pro?/? would apply to 
[three or more companies]?.?
The derivation of (??) would proceed in the same way as (??b), repeated below as (??) (if we 
assume the formal noun koto is virtually a complementizer, that is; otherwise, the direct object of 
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the matrix verb will be a complex DP, which is what CP/DP-ACC indicates).
(??)
But the matrix verb tugeru ?tell? in (??) takes an accusative-marked CP/DP object (along with a 
PP indirect object), so there is clearly Case-valuation in the matrix vP. Therefore, this vP has to 
be a phase. Then, movement (iv) in (??) should violate the PIC, making the resulting sentence 
ill-formed. (The other possible derivation along the lines of (??b), which is legitimate, wouldn?t 
license the binding indicated.) However, (??) is just as acceptable as (??a) is, with successful 
binding of soko by the scrambled QP. This fact once again casts doubts on the accuracy of the 
proposed analysis of scrambling in the Japanese language.
3.3 Empirical problems
Judgment of sentences involving binding has always been very tricky, since it gets easily 
influenced by factors other than syntax. Unfortunately, even if much care is taken in removing 
nonsyntactic factors out of sentences that are to be judged, it is often the case that not many native 
speakers agree with syntactic judgements reported in published papers. 
In the case of the sentences presented in Goto ????, none of my ?? informants agreed with 
the difference in acceptability between (?b) and (?b) to begin with. For them, soitu never functions 
as a bound variable but always is a demonstrative pronoun that can only refer to someone 
already mentioned in the previous discourse; hence, (?b) and (?b) are equally unacceptable with 
the coindexation given. Therefore, this kind of data doesn?t seem to constitute solid evidence 
in analyzing constructions in a major language like Japanese, unless it is meant only for the 
idiosyncratic grammar of a very small number of individuals who somehow detect the discrepancy. 
Moving on to the use of soko as a bound variable, I don?t think it can be coindexed with 
expressions like mittu- izy?-no kaisya/daigaku-ni ?to three or more companies/universities,? since 
soko is a singular pronoun, and as such, it requires a singular antecedent. In fact, ?? of the ?? 
informants judge totally unacceptable all the sentences we saw in the earlier sections that use 
soko as a bound variable (although one informant feels some sentences to be marginal, and the 
other accepts all except (?b), which she judges marginal). In other words, they don?t detect any 
difference between two sets of sentences that are reported to show a nonneglegible difference in 
grammaticality, such as (?b) (good) and (??b) (bad). 
Importantly, if soko is replaced by sorera, a plural pronominal, all the sentences become 
equally acceptable, including (?b) and (??b), according to all ?? of my informants. In fact, (??a) 
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and (??b) below, which correspond to (?b) and (??b) respectively, are both judged fine with the 
intended binding of sorera. (I have added mou itido ?one more time? to (??a) in order to make the 
sentence semantically more plausible.) 
(??) a. [Mittu-izy?-no daigaku?-ni]j Ken-ga [sorera?-no sotugy?sei]k-ni [PROk 
mou  itido  tj  syutugansuru y?(ni)] susumeta.
another one.time
?[Three or more universities]?, Ken recommended their? graduates to apply to
one more time.?
b. [Mittu-izy?-no daigaku?-ni]j sorera?-no sotugy?sei-ga Ken-ni [tj syutugansuru y?(ni)]
susumeta.
?Theiri graduates recommended to Ken that he apply to [three or more universities]i.?
Likewise, the three sentences (??a), (??a), and (??a) all become legitimate sentences if soko 
is replaced by sorera; (??a-c) below, which correspond to (??a), (??a), and (??a) respectively, 
are judged acceptable with the intended coindexation by all of my informants. (In order to avoid 
processing problems caused by two ni-marked expressions in a single sentence, I have changed 
the verb of the embedded clause to bakuhasuru ?blow up? so that an accusative-marked object is 
required instead. Also, rasii ?reportedly? has been added to (??c) for more semantic plausibility. 
The structures of these sentences, however, remain identical to those of (??a), (??a), and (??a).)
(??) a. [[Mittu-izy?-no kaisya]?-o]i  [sorera?-no raibaru-gaisya-no 
three-or-more-GEN company-ACC   they-GEN rival-company-GEN 
syain]?-ga  Ken?-ni  [pro? ti bakuhasuru-tumorida  to] itta.
employee-NOM  -DAT   blow.up-going.to-be.PRES C said
?[Employees of their? rival companies]? said to Ken? that pro? would blow up [three 
or more companies]?.?
b. [[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-o]i  [sorera?-no raibaru-gaisya-no 
 three-or-more-GEN company-ACC   they-GEN rival-company-GEN 
 syain]?-ga [pro? ti bakuhasuru-tumorida  to] itta.
 employee-NOM blow.up-going.to-be.PRES C aid
?[Employees of their? rival companies]? said that pro? would blow up [three or more 
companies]?.?
c. [[Mittu-izy?-no  kaisya]?-o]i  Ken?-ga  [sorera?-no raibaru-gaisya-no
 three-or-more-GEN company-ACC -NOM  they-GEN rival-company-GEN
 syain]?-ni  [Hanako?-ga  ti  bakuhasuru-tumori rasii] to itta. 
 employee-DAT  -NOM  blow.up-going.to  seems C said 
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?Ken? said to [employees of their? rival companies]? that Hanako? is reportedly 
 planning to blow up [three or more companies]?.?
As for soko, if it is used with a singular antecedent, it can certainly be coindexed with it, as 
in (??). ?? of my informants judge this sentence totally fine with the coindexation given; see also 
(??a) and (??). (One informant says soko can only refer to something already mentioned in the 
previous discourse, just like soitu.)
(??) [Dono kaisya?-ni]i  Ken-ga [soko?-no syain-ga  (minna) ti
which company-DAT  -NOM   it-GEN  employee-NOM   all
zihy?-o  dasita  to] omotta no?
resignation-ACC submitted C thought Q
?To which company? did Ken think that its? employees submitted their resignations??
Notice that the licensing of soko as a bound variable in (??) is predicted to be impossible by 
Goto?s analysis of scrambling. That is, since the subject of the embedded clause is an overt 
expression, when the scrambling QP moves into the embedded Spec-CP, it crosses over the subject 
in Spec-IP, losing its ϕ-features at this point; see (??b). By (??), therefore, the QP shouldn?t be 
able to bind soko, but it certainly can, according to almost all of my informants. (Dono kaisya-ni 
in (??) may be a PP; see section ?.?. Then, the QP within it doesn?t even c-command soko, which 
is also problematic to the proposed analysis. That is, how can soko be a bound variable, then? See 
section ? for more discussion.) 
There are two points to note here. One, a plural antecedent requires a plural pronominal like 
sorera, not soko, which is singular. Two, when a pronominal and its antecedent match in number, 
coindexation becomes possible in all sentences discussed in Goto ????. Therefore, to the extent 
that it depends on the reported difference in acceptability between sentences that appear to license 
A-binding and those that don?t, the proposed analysis of scrambling loses its empirical basis. 
4. Conclusion
The A/A'-distinction of the landing site of scrambling in Japanese seems to have been dictated 
solely by binding possibilities, which often vary from speaker to speaker. This suggests that it may 
only be a subjective and ad hoc syntactic distinction, the argument for which seems only circular. 
In this regard, look at (?a) and (?a) again, repeated below as (??a-b).
(??) a. [John-to Mary-o]i  otagaii-no  sensei-ga  ti  mita.
 and -ACC each-other-GEN teacher-NOM  saw
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?John and Mary, each other?s teachers saw.?
b. Zibunzisin-oi Taro-gai ti (kagami-de) mita.
self-ACC  -NOM mirror-by saw
?Himselfi, Taroi saw (using a mirror).?
As was noted in section ?, the short-distance scrambling operations in (??a-b) look identical. And 
yet, the landing site in (??a) is said to be A-position, since the scrambled phrase seems to bind the 
reciprocal, whereas that in (??b) A'-position, for otherwise, the anaphor zibunzisin-o would bind 
Taro-ga, violating Condition C of the Binding Theory.
But exactly why is A-binding possible in (??a) and impossible in (??b)? The only answer 
available seems to be ?Because the landing site of scrambling in the former sentence is A-position, 
whereas that in the latter is A'-position,? which is nothing but a circular argument. Therefore, 
Goto?s (????) novel approach to binding possibilities observed in sentences that involve 
scrambling is attractive, because it tries to capture them without recourse to the problematic A/A'-
distinction in question.
Unfortunately, however, the proposed syntactic analysis seems to face quite a few technical 
problems. Even though it is couched in a version of Chomsky?s phase theory, relevant notions 
such as ?Agree,? probe,? goal,? and ?(in)active? are mostly ignored, and the minute they are 
taken into consideration, all the arguments for it appear to crumble. Maybe some other notions are 
assumed in the analysis, but there is no way for us to know what they are, or even whether that is 
actually the case.
To me, what seems more problematic is the fact that the arguments for the analysis are all 
based on the reported ?binding? (as opposed to ?coreference?) possibilities, which do not seem to 
reflect the intuitions of most speakers of Japanese. Let?s consider (?b) and (?b), repeated as (??a-
b), again.
(??) a.  Dare?-nij [soitu?-no hahaoya-ga] tj (k?en-de) deatta no?
  ?Whom? did his? mother met (at the park)??
b.*Dare?-nij [soitu?-no hahaoya-ga] [Hanako-ga tj deatta to] omotta no?
 ?Whom? did his? mother thought that Hanako met??
In order to interpret soitu as coindexed with dare-ni, we need to establish a referent for the single 
wh-word in the ?domain of reference? in the sense of Bosch (????) and then actively connect soitu 
to it. There must be some people who can do this with (??a) (otherwise a distinction like the one 
between (??a) and (??b) wouldn?t be presented in academic papers), but this seems extremely 
difficult for a great majority of speakers. (All my informants judge (??a) as impossible as (??b).)
Granted that this coreference is somehow possible, soitu is not functioning as a bound 
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variable, but is as a referential pronoun (= Bosch?s RP). In fact, c-command isn?t required for this 
particular use of soitu, as is clear from the acceptability of (??) with the coindexation provided.
(??) [Dare?-ga nagurareta koto-o]i  soitu?-no  oyazi-ga ti okotta  no?
who-NOM was.hit  thing-ACC that.person-GEN father-NOM got.angry Q
?(Lit.) [The fact that who? was hit]i was his? father angered by ti??
Notice that the wh-subject dare-ga is embedded in a complex DP and therefore there is no way 
for it to c-command soitu. And yet, a referent can easily be established for the wh-subject in the 
domain of reference, presumably because there is enough information in the complex DP about 
the individual whose existence the wh-question in (??) presupposes. Hence, the interpretation 
of this sentence with the coindexation given is readily available. Moreover, this coreference is 
equally obtained in (??), in which the same complex DP undergoes long-distance scrambling.
(??) [Dare?-ga  nagurareta koto-o]i soitu?-no  oyazi-ga  [gakk?-ga ti 
who-NOM was.hit  thing-ACC that.person-GEN  father-NOM  school-NOM 
toriagete  kurenai  to] itta no?
take.up  give.not  C said Q
?[The fact that who? was hit]i did his? father say that the school wouldn?t take up ti 
for discussion??
The acceptability of (??) thus clearly indicates that soitu can certainly have its referent in the 
domain of reference. However, straightforward evidence for its use as a bound variable pronoun 
seems very hard to come by.
The picture that begins to emerge now is that soko (and sorera) too may function only as 
a referential pronoun, but never as a bound variable. In this connection, look at the legitimate 
sentence in (??).
(??) [Dono kaisya?-ga  datuzeisiteiru  koto-o]i  soko?-no raibaru-gaisya-no
which company-NOM is.evading.taxes thing-ACC  it-GEN rival-company-GEN
syaty?-ga  keisatu-ni  ti siraseta  no?
president-NOM  police-DAT  informed Q
?(Lit.) [The fact that which company? is evading taxes] did the president of its? rival 
company report to the police??
The wh-phrase dono-kaisya-ga within the scrambled complex DP never c-commands soko, so it 
can?t possibly license it as a bound variable, even though it is interpreted as coreferential with 
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it. Hence, it?s possible that all the instances of soko that we saw in the previous sections are also 
referential pronouns. Of course, the existence of sentences such as (??) doesn?t directly deny the 
usability of soko as a bound variable pronoun, but the burden of proof now rests upon those who 
claim that it is indeed usable as such. If no independent evidence can be provided for this claim, 
all syntactic arguments based on ?binding? of soko inevitably loses their force. Thus, purely 
binding-based analyses of scrambling might be destined to fail from the beginning. 
Before closing this paper, I would like to point out one more problem with the proposed 
analysis. That is, it never specifies what guides a scrambling phrase to its landing site. Movement 
to a phase edge must be guided by the edge-feature, but how about adjunction to VP (or to IP)? 
Does V sometimes come from the lexicon with a feature equivalent to the edge-feature? Suppose 
so, and let?s indicate the feature as [SF] (i.e. Scrambling Feature). The next question is, what 
determines the availability of [SF] on V? Take, for example, (??b), repeated as (??), again.
(??)
Since scrambling is widely known as an optional operation, is it also the case that V can have 
[SF] optionally? But in the derivation depicted in (??), V must have [SF] obligatorily, since 
adjunction to VP is the only way for QP to bind soko in the indirect object phrase without losing 
its ϕ-features.
In contrast, V in (??), repeated as (??), must not have [SF].
(??) 
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If it did, then QP would move to VP-adjoined position, from which it wouldn?t be allowed to move 
further to vP-adjoined position owing to the Anti-Locality Condition on Movement in (??). Then, 
QP would be forced to move to a higher position, crossing over the subject in Spec-vP, which in 
turn would prevent QP from pied-piping its ϕ-features. Notice that in one case, the presence of [SF] 
is obligatorily required, but in the other, it is obligatorily prohibited. It seems extremely difficult to 
capture this state of affairs under the assumption that scrambling is an optional syntactic operation, 
especially within a minimalist framework that advocates local economy over global economy (e.g. 
Chomsky ????).?? 
Maybe scrambling isn?t a syntactic movement operation after all. Perhaps, it is high time 
that we considered the possibility of Japanese being a nonconfigurational language again and 
regarded scrambling as nonmovement (e.g. Whitman ????, Farmer ????, Hale ????).
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Appendix
Questionnaire for ?? informants
?????????????????????????????????
A
??b? [? i? ]???? i???????????????
??b? [? i? ]???? i??????????????????
B
??b? [??????? i? ]??????? i?????????????????
???b? [??????? i? ]??? i????????????????????
??  [??????? i? ]??????????? i?????????????????????
?=???a??
??  [??????? i? ]??????? i????????????????????? 
?=???b??
C
????  [??????? i? ]??????? i?????????????????????????
????  [??????? i? ]??????? i???????????????????????
??[??????? i? ]???????? i?????????????????????????
?? [??????? i? ]???????? i???????????????????????
D
???a?[??????? ]i? ]??? i?????????????????????????????
???a?[??????? ]i? ]??? i?????????????????????????
???a?[??????? ]i?]??????? i????????????????????????????
??  [??????? i? ]???? i???????????????????????????
???= ???a??
?? [??????? i? ]???? i??????????????????????????=???b??
??  [??????? i? ]???????? i???????????????????????
????????=???c??
E




A B C D E
??b??b??b???b?? ? ???????? ? ????a???a???a?? ? ? ?
? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? x
? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
?? x x x ? ? ? x x ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
?? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
?? x x ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?? x x x x ? ? x x ? ? x x x ? ? ? ?
Binding: x = impossible, ? = fine, ? = marginal
Endnotes
? In sections ?.? - ?.?, I will simply present example sentences as they appear in Goto ????, along with 
judgments given in that paper.
? ?Intervention? is formally defined as in (i) (= Goto?s (??)).
    (i) ? intervenes between ? and ? iff ? c-commands ? and ? c-commands ?, and ? and ? are not 
         equidistant from ? or ? and ? are not equidistant from ?.
? ?Equidistance? is defined as in (i) (= Goto?s (??)). 
    (i) ? and ? are equidistant from ? if they are in the same minimal domain (Chomsky ????).
 See endnote ? for the definition of a ?minimal domain.?
? A ?minimal domain? is defined as in (i) (= Goto?s (??)).
    (i) Minimal Domain (Chomsky ????)
           a. Max(?) = the least full-category [irreflexively] dominating ?.
           b. Domain of a head ? = the set of nodes [irreflexively] contained in Max (?) that are 
               distinct from ? and do not contain ?.
           c. For any set S of categories, Minimal (S) = the smallest subset K of S such that for any ? 
               ? S, some ? ? K reflexively dominates ?.
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 Incidentally, Goto doesn?t adopt Chomsky?s (????) idea that head movement extends a minimal domain 
(her footnote ?).
? This movement corresponds to the one in (??), which therefore should be prohibited by (??). At this 
point, let me just note that Goto claims movement (i) is an instance of object shift, not scrambling. We 
will come back to the implications of this claim in section ?.?. 
? These derivational steps apply to (?b), in which soitu is successfully bound.
? In a theory in which a structure is built in a bottom-up, cyclic fashion, how this option becomes 
available remains a mystery. That is, what signals QP in vP-adjoined position to not move at the IP cycle 
and wait until after IP and C are merged, especially when IP-adjunction from vP-adjoined position is a 
legitimate movement option, as in (??a)? See section ? for relevant discussion.
? This explanation also applies to the impossible binding in (?b).
? In her footnote ?, Goto cites Authier ???? and Hornstein ????, in which it is argued that pro is a 
Caseless element.
?? I find it difficult to swallow this explanation, which may be summarized as follows. (i) QP is considered 
not crossing over the indirect object (IO), since its landing site and the position of IO are equidistant. 
And yet, (ii) QP c-commands IO, which means that the former occupies a position higher than that of 
the latter. If so, how can they be equidistant?
     It is generally assumed that phrasal movement creates a (new) hierarchical relation, so if elements 
in the same minimal domain are indeed equidistant (see endnote ?), movement within that domain is 
logically impossible. Thus, (i) seems compatible with (??), suggesting that it must be (ii) that invites 
reconsideration. 
?? I present (??) as a legitimate sentence here only because I don?t detect any difference between it and 
(??a) in terms of binding possibility.
?? The PP status of the LOCATIVE complement of oku ?put? is clear from the following sentence:
    (i) Pen-o  t?buru-ni san-bon/*san-dai oku
  -ACC table-on three-CL/three-CL put
        ?Place three pens on the table / *Place pens on three tables?
 The numeral quantifier (NQ) san-dai, meant for objects like tables, cannot be associated with t?buru-
ni ?on the table? in (i). Miyagawa (????, ????) explains this in term of lack of mutual c-command 
between the NQ and the DP contained in the PP complement. See relevant discussion in section ?.?.
?? It is clear that ϕ-features of a DP/QP are not inherited by the preposition that takes the DP/QP as its 
complement. Look at (i), in which the matrix verb is doesn?t agree with the nominal you two in terms of 
either person or number.
    (i) Between you two is where I want to sit.
 Besides, prepositions do not show any kind of syntactic agreement. Then, it seems safe to assume that 
they don?t carry the kind of ϕ-features that play a crucial role in Goto?s analysis of binding. (Perhaps this 
is the reason why DP fails to license NQ as FNQ in the configuration in (??b).)
          As for the form of is in (i), it may be the case that the PP between you two gets assigned 
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third-person and singular-number features in subject position by default and that the verb agrees with (i.e. 
gets values from) those features.
?? To be absolutely fair, Goto never says the indirect object here is a PP, despite the fact that she cites 
Miyagawa?s (????) explanation of (??) in one of her footnotes. Hence, it may be the case that the 
indirect object is still a DP in her analysis.
     Much to my disappointment, however, there is no explanation in Goto ???? as to how the Case 
requirement of this DP is satisfied, even though this is a critical matter in arguing that the vP containing 
this indirect object fails to be a phase for the specific reason that there is no Case valuation within the 
vP.
?? Again, I present (??) as a legitimate sentence here only because I don?t see any difference in binding 
possibility between it and (??a).
?? See Johnson and Lappin ???? for the computational complexity of global economy.
